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Checklist Lesson One, Part One – A CHARACTER OF GREAT WORTH 

The late and great screenwriting guru, Blake Snyder, said it succinctly: It’s all about a guy who… 

He’s right, though it obviously doesn’t have to be a guy. It can be a gal. A rabbit. A C3PO ‘droid. 
A sentient sock. But if you’re creating a story that you want today’s audience to grab onto, 
there must be a main character around which the story revolves to a deep and gripping extent.  

A DEEP AND GRIPPING EXTENT. 

We want to make clear here that your story’s main character (hereinafter the MC) is not the 
same as “the (other) people in your story.” For many genres, it’s a fine point and to some 
degree it’s semantics. But there is a difference and we need you to fully feel that and to 
understand that.  

The first and probably the most important thing you need in your book writing and revision 
check list is A MAIN CHARACTER WHO IS WORTHY OF HAVING HIS OR HER STORY TOLD. 

You can have all the intricate who-dunnit plot ideas. You can have the most intense car-going-
over-a-cliff scene sketched out. You can have pages of pithy dialogue or scene after scene of 
steamy sexual encounters. But it’s all meaningless without a worthy main character. 

NOTE – Every character is not inherently worthy. The fact that you, writer, like the character or 
find the character interesting or sexy does not automatically deem the character worthy. When 
you work on your book writing check list, you need to step back from your own likes and 
dislikes and look critically and professionally at your main character. And that’s not always easy 
to do (we speak from painful experience here).  

Now, note: we’re not saying to ignore your preferences. Chances are they’re probably fairly on-
point because, in addition to being a writer, you’re likely also an avid reader. But you can’t stop 
there. You need to analyze your main character’s worthiness from several points including, but 
not limited to, genre expectations and what’s already out there on the shelves. 

These two items—genre expectations and other releases—require some working knowledge of 
the market. They require that you’ve read and are reading in the genre in which you write. If 
there is one honkin’ ginormous requirement before you write your book, before you even think 
of character, it’s READ IN THE GENRE IN WHICH YOU WRITE. We can’t stress this enough. If we 
had a dollar for every wannabe writer who’s said to either of us that s/he wants to write in [xyz] 
genre but has never read it, we’d be able to make a significant dent in paying off our book 
conference bar bills… 

POINT ONE: READ THE GENRE IN WHICH YOU WANT TO WRITE. This means, yes, more than 
one book. There is no better way to absorb genre expectations or—if you’re in revisions or 
edits—to remind yourself of what readers crave. The ingredients that make a popular hero or 
heroine in a police procedural novel aren’t identical to the ingredients that make a popular MC 
in an Amish romance. There are certain constants, yes, and we’ll get to those in a moment. But 
the hallmarks of the MC in an Amish romance likely involved some spiritual and ethical 
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elements along with a female MC who is a virgin. We’re not saying you can’t have a spiritual 
virginal heroine in a police procedural—that’s somewhat been done in a movie called WITNESS 
(Harrison Ford) which combined the Amish setting with a murder mystery/police procedural. 
We’re saying that as you set out to craft your MC—or as you refine your manuscript after the 
first draft—you should be able to pinpoint the main attributes of your MC that dove-tail 
nicely with the expectations of that genre.  

You certainly can try to write against genre expectations, but be prepared for that book to be a 
harder sell to publishers and readers. Stacey wrote a genre-bending thriller with a thriller-type 
main character (damaged, semi-unlikeable female journalist) investigating a story with science 
fiction elements. The thriller editors loved the character and the writing but not the sci-fi. The 
sci-fi editors could not get behind the thriller-type lead. Stacey suspects readers would feel 
much the same way based on their experience with genre expectations. It’s neither fish nor 
fowl and that’s a problem.  

POINT TWO: IN ORDER FOR READER TO WANT TO BECOME THE CHARACTER, THE CHARACTER 
MUST BE SIMILAR ENOUGH TO THE READER TO MAKE IT EASY, AND DIFFERENT ENOUGH TO 
MAKE IT INTERESTING. 

This item has less to do with genre and more to do with human psychology. This doesn’t mean 
you can’t pen a novel with bunny rabbits as MCs. It’s been done (years ago) as WATERSHIP 
DOWN. It means (a) the (human) reader must be able to relate to who your MC is based on 
value systems common to humans. And (b) the (human) reader must be intrigued or curious 
about some elements of your MC that are much less common in (human) experiences. Call it 
familiarity + challenge or familiarity + uniqueness. You need both to craft your MC. 

The problem with familiarity is, well, we’re all too familiar with what makes us familiar, what 
makes us likeable to others. So much so that we often gloss over or ignore those very attributes 
that the reader—consciously or unconsciously—craves to experience in our MCs.  

That being said, an excellent checklist for the worthiness and likeability of your main 
character(s) was compiled by author Donna MacMeans (www.DonnaMacMeans.com) (a friend 
and co-teacher at our Romantic Times Book conference writing boot camps). She calls it “The 
Other HEA” (a play on the genre requirement of an HEA in the romance genre) and her list 
details those qualities found most often in the characters of successful romance novels. While, 
yes, she only studied romance novels (as well as Golden Heart award-winning manuscripts), we 
believe her Other HEA list is well applicable for all genres. 

Donna calls her list a compilation of “rooting interests” (as in, we “root for” and feel empathy 
for the character) which she says derives from the screenwriter’s trick to work on the viewer’s 
subconscious and make them emotionally attach to the film’s characters. 

As Donna states: 
1. We care about characters we feel sorry for. (ie: empathy) 
2. We like characters with humanistic traits. 
3. We like to admire the character. 
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Most notably, we like someone with a mix from all three of these categories.  

And yes, Humanistic, Empathy, and Admiration = HEA 

EMPATHY 
– undeserved mistreatment  
– undeserved misfortune (bad luck)  
– physical or mental handicap  
– frustration or humiliation (embarrassment)  
– a moment of weakness  
– abandoned  
– betrayal  
– telling the truth but not being believed  
– exclusion and rejection (not one of the group)  
– loneliness and neglect  
– feeling guilty when one’s mistake causes pain  
– repressed pain  
– life endangerment 
 
HUMANISTIC TRAITS 
– lets down his defenses in a private moment (bonus points if someone invades his privacy and 
humiliates him)  
– helps less fortunate  
– relates to children  
– children like character  
– patting the dog and dog likes character  
– change of heart  
– comes to the aid of a friend  
– risk life for another  
– sacrifices themselves  
– cares for a just cause (dies for a just cause)  
– ethical or moral and responsible  
– dependable and loyal 
 – loves other people  
– generous, caring act, compassion, altruistic 
 
ADMIRATION TRAITS 
– power and charisma  
– self-confident  
– courage (mental and physical)  
– passionate  
– attractive  
– skilled (competent) 
– thoughtful and wise  
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– witty and clever  
– sense of humor  
– playful  
– physical and athletic  
– wounded and continues on  
– unique way of living  
– underdog who tries hard  
– active rather than passive  
– surrounded by admirers 
 
Here’s how Donna came up with that list: 

“I looked at the first chapters of other author’s books. I kept track of the number and 
type of rooting interests. I also still had the Golden Heart entries that I had judged a 
week or two earlier. I’d already turned in my scores so my exercise didn’t affect my 
immediate reactions to the entries. Here’s what I found: 

Bestseller authors used more rooting interests for both heroes and heroines than midlist 
authors. Debut authors tended to really pile on the rooting interests for the heroine, 
less so for the hero. I noted I’d given higher marks to the contest entries with higher 
number of rooting interests – I think because subconsciously I liked and identified with 
those characters more.  

As to type of rooting interest, I noted that, while touching on rooting interests from all 
three classifications, published authors really pile on the empathetic traits for their 
heroines and the admiration – especially competency – traits for the heroes. 

Now here’s what I suggest you do. Take one of your favorite “keeper shelf” books. Look 
at the first chapter because that’s where the emotional attachment occurs. Using the 
list, highlight every time you see a rooting interest. Note how these are worked into the 
story. Note what type of rooting interests you find. Does the volume surprise you?” 

For the first item on your checklist, we’d like you to consider your main character (or 
characters, if you’re writing a romance or other genre with dual MCs) and tick off how many 
“HEAs” you have. Granted, some of these such as comes to the aid of a friend you might not 
know until you write the scene. (And if you’re revising, you should know this!) But is your 
character someone who WOULD come to the aid of a friend? Other traits, such as generous or 
playful, are attributes you should already know about your character before you write.  

And be aware if you’re overloading the heroine with HEA traits and ignoring the hero. Or vice 
versa. 

Also—and this is critical—spend time on the Empathy list. This is often where you will create 
your characters’ NEEDED FLAWS. Yes, your admirable worthy character must have flaws. 
Perfect characters are perfectly boring and perfectly annoying. FLAWS are one of the ways to 
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create the MC’s challenge or uniqueness that can bolster the “different enough to make it 
interesting” factor needed for successful stories. 

Why else do we need flaws? There’s a tendency in writers (and we include ourselves in this 
bunch) to try to make our heroes and heroines extremely likeable, and we forget (or don’t want 
to address) that it’s not so much LIKEABILITY as RELATABILITY that’s key. Your characters need 
flaws, both physical and emotional, in order for the reader to not only identify with him/her, 
but to not feel that the character is so above him, so beyond him, so unreachable.  

Readers must be able to RELATE to your main characters. Which is why perfect characters fail. 
We can’t relate to their flawless perfection. 

What kind of flaws should your main characters have? For starters, ones that help them grow. 
Ones that are related—obliquely or not—to the conflicts they have to face in the story. They 
can be emotional flaws, spiritual flaws, economical flaws, physical flaws… the list is endless. 
(And flaws also work with your character’s GMC—but hold that thought and question until we 
get to that lesson.) 

If you’re having trouble figuring out what kind of flaw your main characters should have, look to 
how they’ll be different by the end. What kind of growth do you need them to demonstrate for 
this story? What does that arc look like? From fear to courage? From selfishness to 
selflessness?  

When Stacey wrote The Ghost and the Goth, she knew that Alona, one of the main characters, 
needed be more selfless by the end to help save Will’s life. So in order to demonstrate that 
growth, she needed to be pretty self-involved at the beginning. And she is!  

Will, on the other hand, wanted desperately to avoid using his gift of seeing ghosts out of fear 
of what it might do to him. And by the end, through his interactions with Alona, a ghost, he has 
taken steps toward being comfortable with his abilities and who he is. Selfish toward selfless. 
Fear toward courage.  

What end do you envision for your characters? Then work backward, giving them obstacles that 
will provoke growth.  

In addition to flaws, QUIRKY IS GOOD. We can relate to quirky. We tend to enjoy quirky. If any 
of you are old enough to remember the TV show, CHEERS, it was packed with quirky characters 
that you loved and hated but loved anyway. Frasier. Carla. Norm! Sam was a recovering 
alcoholic who (defensively) was too full of himself. Diane was a mousy-looking know-it-all but 
she was often right. Some of our cultures’ most memorable characters are quirky, from Conan 
Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes to Jim Parson’s portrayal of Dr. Sheldon Cooper in THE BIG BANG 
THEORY. Quirks and flaws work to relatability and cement that reader-character relationship 
you need to keep the reader turning pages. 

CHECKLIST #1 – MY MAIN CHARACTER(S) 

1. Do I have a worthy and relatable main character with both strengths and flaws? 
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2. Does my main character have sufficient HEA traits? 
3. If I have more than one main character, does one character have MORE HEA traits than 

the other (without sufficient reason/logic)? 
4. Will my main character address or meet genre expectations? 

Questions? Post ‘em to the loop.  

HOMEWORK:  

Please post your homework with HOMEWORK #1-1 [YOUR NAME] in the subject line. Do not 
“reply” to this lesson. 

Go dig out one of your current favorite novels, as Donna MacMeans did. Look at the first few 
chapters. Tell us the name of the novel, author, and list one H example, one E example, and one 
A example for its main character. (Keep these  brief, IE: In TUESDAYS WITH LINNEA, main 
character Stacey shows the Humanistic trait “patting the dog and dog likes character” by 
doting on Linnea’s horribly spoiled cats, and the cats show affection in return to Stacey.) 

THEN:  

List ONE “H”, one “E”, and one “A” for YOUR main character and one additional flaw. Tell us if 
what you’ve chosen is something new/changed based on this lesson. Note: Though we love to 
hear all your thoughts on your characters and our lessons, please try to keep your homework 
answers focused and to the point. More general (and lengthy) comments and questions should 
be posted separately with “Question on…” or “Comment on…” in the subject line. Thanks! 
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